
Easy Cabled Ankle Socks

A note about the pattern and measurements.

This is for a toe up, short row heel, large size sock (UK size 7/8)  However, it can easily be 
adjusted by trying the sock on as you go. Once you have increased your toe you will then be 
able to try them on. Remember that socks are best fitted quite snuggly if you intend on 
wearing them with shoes.

If the size here is too large or you just know you would like to make them smaller, cast on an 
even  number of stitches (6/8/10/12 etc) and increase until they fit.

Cb2: Slip two stitches purlwise (or tip to tip) onto either cable needle or free circ needle to the 
back of your knitting, knit the next two stitches (which should be in front). Then slip the two 
stitches back onto the left hand needle and knit as normal.

Cb1: slip one stitch purlwise (or tip to tip) onto a cable needle or free circ to the back of your 
work, knit the next stitch (which should be in front), then pop the held stitch back onto the left 
needle and knit as normal.

Ktbl: knit through back loop (creates a twisted stitch, nice for ribbing)

Smaller sizes for cables

Once you get to the cables, you can easily ommit a couple of columns of purl and ktbl to keep 
the symmetry going. For instance, the cable rows are as follows:

p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1, cb2, p1 cb1, p1,cb2, p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1

If you are making a smaller sock/ankle then you might want to ommit these marked in red:



p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1, cb2, p1 cb1, p1,cb2, p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1

Or if you wish to make a larger sock, just add more where of the red marked stitches or add 
another 
cb1 and p1 in the middle. Its really up to you. This is just a guide :)

You will need:

200g Worsted Weight Yarn (Much more than enough, I used just over 100g for mine)
2 x 3.25 circular needles (whichever length is right for you)
Darning Needle
Scissors

You will be using two circular needles, one for the sole/gusset/heel and one for the instep and 
working in the round until the heel.

Cast on 16 st (8 per needle) and continue with one row of knit through back loop as your cast 
on stitches will be already twisted
You will now begin to increase on each round. The next one being row 2. 

Row 2:

Needle 1: k1, m1, knit to last stitch, m1, k1
Needle 2: k1, m1, knit to last stitch, m1, k1

Continue like this until you have 22 stitches (or preferred size)

Once you are happy with the width of your sock, keep knitting in the round without any 
increases until your sock reaches the top of your instep and the first part of your heel and 
finish on a purl row. Stop here and work on which ever side you would like your heel on.

Heel

Row 1. knit to last stitch and turn your work around.
Row 2. purl to last stitch and turn
Row 3. knit to 2nd last stitch and turn
Row 4. purl to the 2nd last stitch and turn
Row 5. knit to the 3rd last stitch and turn
Row 6. purl to the 3rd last stitch and turn

Continue like this until you have the same number of stitches you cast on for the toe still not 
turned. You should be able to look at the work on the purl side and see a difference in the the 
way the stitches sit now. The ones you will have turned will look slightly different and thicker, 
and there should be a slight gap between it and the next stitch.

For this pattern, it will be 8 (this is the number for the needle you're working, not total). You 
should be finishing on a purl row.

Now you're going to add those stitches back on before you continue working in the round. 



This will complete the heel.

Knit to the first stitch you come to which should have a gap between it, knit those two 
together, m1, turn your work and then slip that m1 stitch onto the right needle. You have now 
added the stitch back into the work and closed the gap!

Now, purl across to the first stitch where there is a gap, purl together the last working stitch 
(which hasn't been turned) and the first turned stitch. M1 and turn your work around, slip the 
m1 onto the right hand needle and knit across. Continue like this until you have worked your 
way across to the very first turn and knit them together. M1one row below and outside your 
row so as to close the gap.

Continue working in the round until your sock will fit on your foot and is just below the ankle 
bone.

Ankle/cable rounds

Pattern is worked in four rows and you can knit as many or as few as you like, depending on 
how long or short you prefer your socks to sit. Also remember  if you are knitting a smaller 
size that some of these stitches will be omitted so don't panic if they don't fit.

Row 1: (N1 & N2) p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1, cb2, p1 cb1, p1,cb2, p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1 
Row 2: (N1 & N2) p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1, k4, p1 k2, p1,k4, p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1
Row 3: (N1 & N2) p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1, k4, p1 k2, p1,k4, p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1
Row 3: (N1 & N2) p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1, k4, p1 k2, p1,k4, p1, ktbl, p1, ktbl, p1

Continue like this until you have reached your preferred length of leg ( I did 7 repeats for 
these) and bind off in your usual way. 

For this pattern I have used the sewn bind off, but remember that a normal bind off wont give 
you the elasticity needed for pulling the sock on and off.
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DX98p0Rd6lQ

